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1. Introduction 
1.1 Project description 

Simcoa Operations Pty Ltd (Simcoa) operates the Moora Quartzite Mine in Moora, 

approximately 150 km north of Perth and the Kemerton Silicon Smelter located within the 

Kemerton Strategic Industrial Area approximately 17 km north-east of Bunbury. The Moora 

Quartzite Mine produces high purity quartzite. Simcoa have proposed to develop a new 

greenfield quartzite mine at North Kiaka (the Project), which is expected to extend the life of the 

mine operation by 30-40 years. 

1.2 Purpose of report 

The purpose of this report is to carry out a noise assessment to support the environmental 

approvals for the proposed North Kiaka mine expansion. 

1.3 Scope of works 

The assessment will include the following scope of works: 

 Carry out noise monitoring to establish baseline noise levels from the existing mine. 

 Identify key environmental noise catchment areas and noise sensitive receptors (NSRs). 

 Review project specific noise goals with consideration to local guidelines, including: 

– Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 

– Existing licencing conditions in relation to noise and vibration criteria. 

 Identify likely principal noise and vibration sources during construction and operations. 

 Carry out a desktop assessment for construction noise and vibration emissions associated 

with the Project. 

 Carry out a desktop assessment for noise impacts from road transport routes and road 

traffic. 

 Undertake one noise modelling scenario using the noise modelling software, to predict 

sound pressure levels associated with operation of the Project. 

1.4 Approach 

The approach adopted for the assessment of noise and vibration impacts from the Project is 

summarised in the following points. Each point is described in detail in the subsequent sections 

of the report. 

 Outline key components of the proposed North Kiaka Mine (Section 2). 

 Identify noise and vibration criteria under the legal framework and standards and identify 

noise sensitive receptors (Section 3). 

 Characterise the existing noise environment through noise monitoring data (Section 4). 

 Identify anticipated construction and operational noise and vibration sources associated 

with the existing Moora Quartzite Mine and the proposed North Kiaka Mine (Section 5). 

 Noise and vibration assessment including: 

– Desktop assessment for construction noise and vibration impacts 

– Desktop assessment for noise impacts from road traffic 
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– Noise modelling for the assessment of predicted noise impacts from operation of the 

existing Moora Quartzite Mine and proposed North Kiaka Mine (Section 6). 

 Conclusions drawn from the above assessments, subject to the scope of works and 

limitations (Section 7). 

1.5 Limitations 

This report has been prepared by GHD for Simcoa Operations Pty Ltd and may only be used 

and relied on by Simcoa Operations Pty Ltd for the purpose agreed between GHD and the 

Simcoa Operations Pty Ltd as set out in Section 1.3 of this report. 

GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Simcoa Operations Pty Ltd 

arising in connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to 

the extent legally permissible. 

The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those 

specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.  

The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions 

encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no 

responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring 

subsequent to the date that the report was prepared. 

The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions 

made by GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the 

assumptions being incorrect. 

GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Simcoa Operations Pty 

Ltd and others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities)], which 

GHD has not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does 

not accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions 

in the report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information. 

The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on information 

obtained from, and testing undertaken at or in connection with, specific sample points. Site 

conditions at other parts of the site may be different from the site conditions found at the specific 

sample points. 

Investigations undertaken in respect of this report are constrained by the particular site 

conditions, such as the location of buildings, services and vegetation. As a result, not all 

relevant site features and conditions may have been identified in this report. 

Site conditions (including the presence of hazardous substances and/or site contamination) may 

change after the date of this Report. GHD does not accept responsibility arising from, or in 

connection with, any change to the site conditions. GHD is also not responsible for updating this 

report if the site conditions change. 

1.6 Assumptions 

This assessment assumes the following: 

 All information provided by Simcoa is correct. 

 All parameters and calculations used in the model are based on best estimates using 

information provided by Simcoa and other relevant data. 

 Manufacturer’s specific sound power data is not available for the specific crushers and 

screens as found onsite so other relevant source data is used.as estimates of the noise 

sources in and surrounding the Project area. 
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 The noise sources will not contain an audible tonal characteristic at the nearest receiver to 

processing plant and ROM area, due to the distance of over 1250 m between source area 

and receptor point. 
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2. Project overview 
2.1 Current operations 

The existing Moora Quartzite Mine (Moora Mine) is located 15 km north of the Moora tenements 

M70/191, G70/92, G70/92 and G70/93, in the Wheatbelt region of Western Australia. Quartzite 

mining at Moora Mine commenced in 1989. Ore is currently mined from Main and West open 

pits and is processed through an onsite crushing and wet screening plant at an approved rate of 

approximately 160,000 tonnes lump quartz per annum (tpa). Ore is stockpiled into different 

grades in a stockpile area. Waste rock is deposited to one of two waste rock landforms. Some 

of the mined rock is crushed to produce aggregate, which is sold as a by-product.  

The quartzite from Moora mine is trucked offsite to the Kemerton Silicon Smelter approximately 

17 km north-east of Bunbury in the south-west of WA, where it is smelted to produce silicon. 

The smelter commenced operation in 1989 and is authorised to produce 64,000 tpa of silicon. 

2.1.1 Operating schedule 

Mining and processing at Moora Mine is undertaken on a campaign basis and approximately 

twelve people are required on site. Operations continue during week days, through daylight 

hours from 6:00 am to approx. 6:00 pm.  

2.2 Proposed North Kiaka Mine expansion 

Simcoa have proposed to develop a mining expansion on new greenfield quartzite mine at 

North Kiaka on M70/1292 (the Site). The Site is located approximately 2 km north of the existing 

Moora Mine, shown in Figure 2-1. The disturbance area is expected to be 134 hectares (Soil 

Water Group 2019). 

 

Figure 2-1 Location of Project highlighted in yellow above 
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Mining is to be undertaken by drill and blast methods. The quartz material will be moved using 

excavators and haul trucks. Quartzite material will be moved from pit to run of mine (ROM) area 

for storage or alternatively will be moved by road to the current Moora processing area where it 

is tipped into crushers and then goes through screening process, carried by conveyor and then 

temporarily stockpiled on site before being trucked offsite to Kemerton Silicon Smelter.  

All mined products from the North Kiaka site will be trucked to the Moora site for processing. 

2.2.1 Key components 

Key components of the Project will include the following: 

 Four main pits 

 Waste rock dump 

 Run of mine area  

 Stockpile area 

 Access road corridor 
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3. Legal framework and standards 
The following section reviews the legal standards in terms of noise criteria relevant to the 

Project. 

3.1 Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 

Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 (the Regulations) outline the most relevant 

noise criteria for the Project. As stated in the Regulations: 

“Noise emitted from any premises or public place when received at other premises –  

a. Must not cause, or significantly contribute to, a level of noise which exceeds the assigned 

level in respect of noise received at premises of that kind; and 

b. Must be free of – 
 

(i) Tonality; and 

(ii) Impulsiveness; and 

(iii) Modulation…” 

A noise emission is said to significantly contribute to a level of noise if it exceeds a value that is 

5 dB below the assigned level (Government of Western Australia 1997). 

The assigned noise levels for a noise sensitive area are shown in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1 Assigned noise levels 

Type of premises 
receiving noise 

Time of day 
Assigned level (dB) 

LA10 LA1 LAmax 

Noise sensitive 
premises: highly 
sensitive area 

7:00 am to 7:00 pm Monday to 
Saturday 

45 + IF 55 + IF 65 + IF 

9:00 am to 7:00 pm Sunday 
and public holidays 

40 + IF 50 + IF 65 + IF 

7:00 pm to 10:00 pm all days 40 + IF 50 + IF 55 + IF 

10:00 pm on any day to 
7:00 am Monday to Saturday 
and 9:00 am Sunday and public 
holidays 

35 + IF 45 + IF 55 + IF 

IF = influencing factor 

The influencing factor is determined based on the surrounding land use of the premises and 

road traffic data. The influencing factor is calculated in Section 3.4. 

It is noted that construction related works are exempt from the assigned noise level criteria as 

long as good industry standard noise attenuation principals are adhered to. It is also noted that 

traffic related noise doesn’t fall under these regulations either, which are both relevant for the 

construction phase of the new mine site works. 

3.2 Licence L6149/1988/8 

The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER) set out conditions to which 

Simcoa must adhere as part of their Licence under the Environmental Protection Act 1986. The 

conditions are set out in Licence L6149/1988/8, held by Simcoa for the Moora Quartzite Mine. 
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In regard to ground vibration: 

“The Licensee shall ensure ground vibration levels generated by blasting are such that the level 

generated by at least 95% of all blasts is 5 mm/s peak particle velocity or less. The level 

generated by all blasts is 10 mm/s peak particle velocity or less when measured at any point on 

the most affected noise sensitive premises at least the longest dimension of the foundations of a 

building or structure away from such building or structure.” 

3.3 Construction noise 

Demolition, dismantling and construction works are considered under Regulation 13 of EPNR 

1997. The Regulations state that for construction work carried out between 7.00 am and 

7.00 pm on any day which is not a Sunday or public holiday: 

 Construction work must be carried out in accordance with control of environmental noise 

practices set out in Section 6 of Australian Standard (AS) 2436-2010 Guide to Noise and 

Vibration Control on Construction, Demolition and Maintenance Sites. 

 The equipment used for construction must be the quietest reasonably available. 

 The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of DWER may request that a noise management plan 

be submitted for the construction work at any time and complied with during construction 

activities. 

For construction work done outside these hours: 

 The construction work must be carried out in accordance with control of environmental 

noise practices set out in Section 6 of AS 2436-2010. 

 The equipment used for construction must be the quietest reasonably available. 

 The contractor must advise all nearby sensitive receptors likely to receive noise levels 

which fail to comply with the assigned levels under Regulation 8 (Table 4-1) of the work to 

be done at least 24 hours before it commences. 

 The contractor must show that it was reasonably necessary for the work to be done out of 

hours. 

 The contractor must submit to the CEO a noise management plan at least seven days prior 

to the commencement of out of hours work and the plan must be approved by the CEO 

before work commences. The plan must include details of: 

– Reasons for the construction work needing to be completed out of hours. 

– Details of activities which are likely to result in noise emissions that lead to exceedance of 

assigned levels. 

– Predictions of the noise emissions on the site. 

– Details of measures used to control noise (including vibration) emissions. 

– Procedures to be adopted for monitoring noise (including vibration) emissions. 

– Complaint response procedures to be adopted. 

3.4 Noise sensitive receptors 

A noise sensitive premises is defined as a premises occupied solely or mainly for residential or 

accommodation purposes, or a rural premises (Government of Western Australia 1997). Based 

on this, three noise sensitive premises (referred to henceforth as noise sensitive receptors) 

were identified based on a desktop review of aerial imagery. These are shown in Table 3-2 and 

Figure 3-1. 
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Table 3-2 Noise sensitive receptors 

ID Address details 
Location (m UTM) Distance from 

existing Mine 
boundary 

Distance from 
proposed Project 

boundary Easting Northing 

R01 
3536 Midlands 
Road, Moora 

407961 6622546 170 m south 2500 m south 

R02 
180 Kiaka Road, 
Moora 

408664 6624776 750 m east 0 m south 

R03 
4034 The 
Midlands Road, 
Moora 

407954 6627598 2800 m north 350 m north-west 

 

Influencing factors as described in Section 3.1 were calculated for each sensitive receptor as 

follows based on current land use and proximity to main or secondary roads. As the NSRs are 

located in a rural area well away from any such busy roads with rural land zoning then it is 

considered relevant and prudent that the IF is zero for the three NSRs. Please refer to  

Appendix C for IF calculation.  
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Figure 3-1 Location of noise sensitive receptors 
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4. Noise monitoring 
4.1 Noise monitoring locations 

A baseline noise survey was conducted by GHD between 10 and 17 July 2019. Noise 

monitoring results were used to verify the noise model and compare predicted noise levels 

above the current existing ambient noise levels. 

Unattended and attended noise monitoring was undertaken at two locations, based on the 

nearest noise sensitive receptors to the proposed mine: 

These locations were chosen to provide representation of the noise environment prior to 

construction of the Project. The location were also identified as being safe and secure for 

unattended equipment, minimising the risk of theft or vandalism. 

Figure 4-1 provides a map of the Project area to indicate the noise monitoring locations. 

A summary of relevant information such as site coordinates are provided in Table 4-1, along 

with photographs of the noise logger set up. 

Table 4-1 Noise monitoring location summary 

Site 
ID 

Location 
Coordinates 
(UTM) 

Distance 
to Project 
boundary 

Logger set up 

R02 180 Kiaka 
Road, Moora 
Logger placed 
at front of 
property at 
edge of 
veranda 

408660 m E 
6624783 m S 

<10 m 

R03 4034 The 
Midlands 
Road, Moora 
Logger placed 
at rear of 
property just 
beyond 
veranda 

407955 m E 
6627588 m S 

345 m 
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Figure 4-1 Noise monitoring locations 

4.1 Noise monitoring method 

Noise monitoring was conducted using two Svan 955 noise loggers. At each location, the noise 

logger was set to continuously record LAmax, LAmin, LA10, LA90 and LAeq noise levels. The loggers 

were programmed to accumulate environmental noise data continuously over sampling periods 

of 15-minutes for the entire monitoring period. Table 4-2 provides details of the noise loggers 

used. 

Table 4-2 Noise logger details 

Parameter Site A  Site B 

Model Svan 955 Svan 955 

Serial number 27622 27623 

Time interval 15-minutes 15-minutes 

Pre calibration 94.5 dB 94.3 dB 

Post calibration 94.2 94.1 dB 

Frequency weighting A weighted A weighted 

Time response Slow Slow 

 

Prior to deployment and at monitoring completion, the noise loggers were calibrated with a 

sound pressure level of 94 dB at 1 kHz using a Larson Davis CAL200 sound level calibrator 

(serial number 10496). The data collected by the loggers was downloaded and analysed and 

any invalid data removed. 

All noise sampling activities were undertaken with consideration to the specifications outlined in 

Noise Regulations: Part 3 – Noise measurement (Department of Environment Regulation 2015). 
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As a quality assurance measure, short term (15-minute) attended noise monitoring was 

conducted at each monitoring location at the commencement and completion of the unattended 

logging period.  

4.2 Noise monitoring results 

Sampled noise levels for the monitoring period are provided graphically in Appendix D along 

with the corresponding meteorological conditions (precipitation, wind speed and wind direction) 

during the monitoring period at each site. Data excluded during filtering for sample periods of 

rainfall > 0.2 mm and/or wind speed >18 km/h at the noise logger have been highlighted in 

Appendix D. 

Daily noise monitoring results for each site are shown in Table 4-3, with entries significantly 

affected by meteorological conditions removed. 

Table 4-3 Daily LA10 noise levels (dBA) 

Site ID Site A – R02 Site B – R03 

Date LA10 day[1] 
LA10 
evening[2] 

LA10 night[3] LA10 day 
LA10 
evening 

LA10 night 

Wednesday 
10 July 2019 

44.0 28.7 35.1 41.1 33.1 38.5 

Thursday 
11 July 2019 

39.6 28.3 33.6 42.8 32.6 37.1 

Friday 
12 July 2019 

40.4 29.8 N/A 41.2 37.2 N/A- 

Saturday 
13 July 2019 

32.2 30.0 40.3 34.6 0.0 40.5 

Sunday 
14 July 2019 

41.5 29.5 34.0 40.6 34.1 35.6 

Monday 
15 July 2019 

44.2 26.3 37.0 52.7 36.3 40.0 

Tuesday 
16 July 2019 

45.2 30.3 37.1 48.5 34.2 39.6 

Wednesday 
17 July 2019 

46.6 N/A N/A 47.5 N/A N/A 

 

Table 4-4 provides the rating background level (RBL) for each location. The RBL is defined as: 

The overall single figure background level representing each assessment period 

(day/evening/night) over the whole monitoring period, defined as the median value of: 

 All the day assessment background levels over the monitoring period for the day (7.00 am 

to 7.00 pm). 

 All the evening assessment background levels over the monitoring period for the evening 

(7.00 pm to 10.00 pm). 

 All the night assessment background levels over the monitoring period for the night (10.00 

pm to 7.00 am). 

Table 4-4 Overall LAeq noise levels (dBA) 

Site ID LA10 day L A10 Evening (dB) L A10 Night (dB) 

Site A - R02 43.2 29.1 36.8 

                                                      
1 7:00 am to 7:00 pm, Monday to Saturday 
2 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm, Monday to Saturday 
3 10:00 pm to 7:00 am, Monday to Saturday 
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Site ID LA10 day L A10 Evening (dB) L A10 Night (dB) 

Site B - R03 46.7 34.2 38.9 

 

Noise monitoring and observations indicate a noise environment for each location as follows: 

 Site A: 180 Kiaka Road, Moora 6510 – A rural environment with the main sources of noise 

as occasional vehicle traffic on Kiaka Road approximately 45 m from the property fence, 

distant aeroplanes passing and sounds of nature (birds, insects and wind in trees). 

Residences noted that no blasting from the existing Moora mine was heard during the 

monitoring period. 

 Site B: 4034 the Midlands Road, Moora 6510 – A rural environment with the main 

sources of noise as vehicle traffic on adjacent wildflower farm and The Midlands Road 

approximately 545 m from the residence, (distant) livestock such as sheep, sounds of 

nature (birds, insects and wind in trees), distant farming equipment from the wildflower farm 

and general household noise such as talking, children and domestic dogs. It is noteworthy 

that noise monitoring was conducted during the school holiday period and as such, day 

time noise levels may be higher than typical levels during school periods. 

It is noted that night noise levels are higher than evening noise levels at both noise monitoring 

locations.  

Noise monitoring at the sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the proposed Project indicates there 

were no existing noise sources, operating at the time of the noise monitoring, which need to be 

considered as ‘significantly contributing’. On this basis, the assessment has been completed for 

noise impacts from the proposed Project in isolation. 
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5. Noise emission sources 
5.1 Existing noise impacts 

Noise sources currently associated with the existing mine include plant and equipment such as 

crushers, screens, wash plant, workshop, conveyor system and mobile plant. 

5.2 Post-construction 

The fixed processing plant equipment is expected to remain unchanged with the opening of the 

new Kiaka site. 

Additional noise sources expected after the completion of the Project include the following: 

 ROM pad with mobile plant tipping product 

 Wash bay 

 Workshop 

 Generators 

 Refuelling facility 

 Large mobile plant and light vehicle movements 
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6. Noise assessment 
6.1 Assessment of vibration emissions 

Vibration impacts generally have the potential to cause structural damage to properties within 

close proximity to the vibration source. Vibration may arise from the use of particular equipment 

or machinery during mining and activities such as blasting, however can often be associated 

with construction activities. 

It is possible that vibration from operation at the mining facilities may be perceived at times by 

local sensitive receptors, however the level of annoyance depends on individuals’ perceptions 

of the vibration felt and the nature of the vibration source. 

Distance and ground makeup are the major attenuation factors in the area of vibration. Due to 

the distance from the expected pit areas to sensitive receptors, it is not expected that any 

ground vibration transfer will take place from normal construction or operational works that is 

likely to have any negative effect on the structural integrity of sensitive receptors. 

Blasting operations will need to be assessed on an operational basis to ensure that no over 

blast or extreme vibration events occur at the sensitive receptors.  

6.2 Noise modelling software package – SoundPLAN 

Construction and operational noise modelling was undertaken using SoundPLAN v 8.1 software 

to predict the potential noise impacts due to the construction and operation of the Project. 

SoundPLAN is a computer program for the calculation, assessment and prognosis of noise 

propagation. It calculates environmental noise propagation according to the CONCAWE 

calculation algorithm. Propagation calculations take into account sound intensity losses due to 

hemispherical spreading, atmospheric absorption and ground absorption. Additional factors 

such as directivity were not considered in the noise modelling. This provides a measure of 

conservatism. 

The CONCAWE algorithm also takes into account the presence of a well-developed moderate 

ground based temperature inversion, such as commonly occurs in a clear, calm nights or 

‘downwind’ conditions which are favourable to sound propagation. As a result, predicted 

received noise levels are expected to overstate actual received levels and thus provide a 

measure of conservatism. 

SoundPLAN considers local characteristics, site sources and the location of receptor areas to 

predict noise levels. The method specified consists of octave band algorithms (with nominal min 

band frequencies from 31.5 Hz to 8 kHz) for calculating the attenuation of sound. The algorithm 

used in this model accounts for the following physical features: 

 Geometrical divergence 

 Atmospheric absorption 

 Ground effect 

 Reflection from surfaces 

 Screening by obstacles 

 Meteorological conditions 
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6.3 Noise model configuration 

The assessment has been modelled based on available data. The proposed layouts for the 

Project and noise generating facilities were based on information provided by Client and other 

relevant data at the time of the assessment. 

The following general settings were used in the operational noise model: 

 Modelling was based on WA EPA Draft Guidance[4] atmospheric conditions of 20 C, 50% 

relative humidity, 4 m/s wind speed and Pasquil Stability Category E to represent worst 

case daytime scenario meteorological conditions. 

 Ground adsorption was taken into account in the calculations. A general ground absorption 

coefficient of 0.6 was used throughout the model to represent absorption of the sound by 

the ground. A ground absorption of 0.0 represents no absorption of sound, and a ground 

absorption of 1.0 represents complete absorption of sound. 

 All sensitive receptors were modelled at 1.5 m height above ground. 

 All area noise sources were modelled at a minimum of 2.0 m height above ground, with 

crushers and screens modelled up to 7 m high relative to ground noise sources. 

 Noise emission data for current and proposed extended mine site are based on in-situ 

noise measurements carried out by RedOHMS. 

 It is noted that the WA EPA noise criteria is for an LA10 noise descriptor. The SoundPLAN 

noise model outputs LAeq noise levels. Although noise sources that are steady state in 

nature will have LAeq noise levels similar or equivalent to LA10 noise levels, a +3 BA 

correction has been applied to predicted LAeq noise levels to provide a level of 

conservatism. 

6.4 Noise sources relative to construction phase 

The main sources of noise during the construction phase are expected to be from ground works. 

Additionally vehicle volume rates will increase during this phase. 

It has been assumed that 20 heavy vehicle movements per hour will occur during this phase. 

Traffic data used in the SoundPLAN model is presented in Table 6-1.  

Table 6-1 Assumed traffic volume details  

Location Main road to proposed mine site and on site 

Vehicle category Veh/h(d) 

HGV 20 

Posted speed (km/hr) 40 

 

The construction work areas were modelled as a noise source with an A-weighted sound power 

level (SWL) of LwA 110 dBA, which is considered representative of noise emissions from similar 

construction works. 

6.5 Construction noise modelling results 

Predicted construction noises levels at nearby noise sensitive receptors are presented in 

Table 6-2 and presented graphically in Figure 6-1. 

 

                                                      
4 Draft EPA Guidance for the Assessment of Environmental Factors No.8 Environmental Noise. Although this document is now 
withdrawn the parameters specified are considered as the worst case representation for acoustic modelling propagation. 
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Table 6-2 Predicted construction noise levels at noise sensitive receptors 

Receiver Receiver details 
EPNR 1997 day 
criteria LA10 dBA 

Predicted 
construction noise 
levels 
LA10 dBA 

R01 
 

3536 Midlands Road 45 31 

R02 
 

180 Kiaka Road 45 45 

R03 
 

4034 The Midlands Road 45 39 

 

Construction noise levels are not predicted to exceed the criteria at any of the nearby sensitive 

receptors. 

Note that construction work will ideally take place between the hours of 7:00 am and 7:00 pm on 

normal working days so as to fall under Regulation 13. 
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6.6 Noise sources relative to mine site operational works 

Noise sources used in the operational assessment were based on information provided to GHD 

from the client as well as the equipment schedule as per RedOHMS report[5].Where necessary 

relevant sound power estimates for the current plant were made.  

Sound power levels used in the model are presented in Table 6-3. Fixed and mobile plant were 

allocated sound power levels based on manufacturers published noise data where available. 

Sources were modelled as point or area sources in SoundPLAN in lieu of specific operating 

equipment data for each element of facility.  

The operating hours of the mine site are 6:00 am to 6:00 pm. During this time it is assumed that 

all fixed plant is continuously operational. It is understood that elements of the site will become 

operational from 6:00 am which requires noise levels emanating from the site between 6:00 am 

to 7:00 am to comply with the night time noise criteria of EPNR 97 at the NSRs. 

Given the distance between noise sources and receivers it is considered unlikely that any of the 

external noise sources will have tonal or intermittent characteristics therefore no adjustments 

have been incorporated into the model. 

Table 6-3 Allocated sound power levels and height above ground for fixed 
and mobile plant 

Source A-Weighted Sound Power 
Level (LwA dB) 

Source height above 
ground (metres) 

Excavator 100 3 

Mobile dump truck 96 3 

Primary crusher 112 7 

Secondary crusher 112 7 

McCloskey Conveyor 100 4 

Screen 01 99 4 

Tertiary crusher 108 7 

Screen 02 99 4 

Generator set 96 5 

Screen 03 97 4 

MCC 96 5 

Workshop 90 2 

Wash bay 90 2 

Water cart 96 3 

 

A full list of the utilised in-situ octave band noise measurement spectra from current operational 

plant and the calculated sound power levels used for calculation purposes are presented in 

Appendix B. 

6.7 Operational noise modelling results 

The following operational scenario has been modelled: 

 Moora site fully operational plus North Kiaka site being mined with the raw product being 

transported over road by haul trucks to Moora site for crushing and screening processing. 

The model includes the following: 

– Fixed processing plant in current location at Moora site 

                                                      
5 RedOHMS P17096:RPT001 Moora Noise Survey 2018 Final 
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– 2 x excavators at Moora site 

– 2 x excavators at proposed North Kiaka mine site 

– 1 x dozer at proposed North Kiaka mine site 

– ROM and Waste rock dump at proposed North Kiaka site 

– Generators at proposed North Kiaka site 

– Dump trucks operational at both sites 

– 2 haul truck movements per hour between the two sites 

– ROM and all fixed processing plant located in existing Moora site 

The predicted noise impact at noise sensitive receptor locations and relevant criteria are 

presented in Table 6-4 presented graphically in Figure 6-2. 

Table 6-4 Predicted operational noise levels at noise sensitive receptors  

Receiver Receiver details 
EPNR 1997 day 
criteria LA10 dBA 

Predicted 
operational noise 
levels 
LA10 dBA 

Day Night 
R01 
 

3536 Midlands Road 45 35 27 

R02 
 

180 Kiaka Road 45 35 33 

R03 
 

4034 The Midlands Road 45 35 36 

 

Operational noise levels are not predicted to exceed the EPNR day time criteria at any of the 

nearby sensitive receptors during the daytime period. 

Operational noise levels are not predicted to exceed the EPNR night time criteria at receivers 

R01 and R02 however a 1dBA exceedance is predicted at receiver R03 during the 6:00 am to 

7:00 am period. 

Although it is predicted that the night time criteria will be exceeded during the 6:00 am to 7:00 

am period it should be noted that the predicted noise levels are based on a worst-case noise 

scenario with all fixed and mobile plant operating at one time. It is should also be noted that 

although the criteria is predicted to be exceeded it does not automatically follow that all people 

exposed to the noise would find the noise unacceptable.  In subjective terms, exceedances of 

the criteria can be generally described as follows: 

 Negligible noise level increase <1 dBA (Not noticeable by all people). 

 Marginal noise level increase 1 dBA to 2 dBA (Not noticeable by most people). 

 Moderate noise level increase 3 dBA to 5 dBA (Not noticeable by some people but may be 

noticeable by others). 

 Appreciable noise level increase >5 dBA (Noticeable by most people). 

Given the exceedance is marginal the predicted noise levels could be considered acceptable as 

long as management procedures are implemented including: 

 Prompt response to any community issues of concern. 

 Refinement of onsite noise mitigation measures and plant operating procedures where 
practical.  
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7. Conclusion 
GHD was engaged by Simcoa Operations Pty Ltd (Simcoa) to conduct an acoustic review of the 

proposed new green-field quartzite mine at North Kiaka, located north of Moora, WA. Simcoa 

already operates a similar quartzite mine site to the south of the proposed mine site. 

Acoustic design has been addressed in relation to Environmental Protection (Noise) 

Regulations 1997. 

In summary: 

 Attended and unattended noise monitoring was conducted at two of the identified noise 

receptor locations to establish the existing noise levels and major sources of noise. 

 A SoundPLAN computer noise model was developed in order to assess predicted noise 

levels associated with the construction and operation of the proposed North Kiaka 

expansion onto nearby noise sensitive receptors. Predicted noise levels at receptors were 

compared against EPNR 97 noise criteria. 

 The SoundPLAN model assumes atmospheric daytime conditions of 20 C, 50% relative 

humidity, 4 m/s wind speed and Pasquil Stability Category E as per the WA EPA Draft 

Guidance. 

 Noise levels are not predicted to exceed the EPNR day time criteria at any of the noise 

sensitive receptors during construction of the North Kiaka development. 

 Operational noise levels are not predicted to exceed the EPNR day time criteria at any of 

the nearby sensitive receptors during the daytime period. 

 Operational noise levels are not predicted to exceed the EPNR night time criteria at 

receivers R01 and R02 however a 1dBA exceedance is predicted at receiver R03 during 

the 6:00 am to 7:00 am period. However, given that the predicted noise levels represent a 

worst-case noise scenario and the exceedance is considered marginal it is the predicted 

noise levels could be considered acceptable as long as management procedures are 

implemented including: 

– Prompt response to any community issues of concern. 

– Refinement of onsite noise mitigation measures and plant operating procedures where 

practical.  
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Appendices 
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Appendix A – Glossary of noise terminology 

Term Definition 

Ambient noise 
Level of noise from all sources, including background noise from near and far 
and the source of interest. 

A-weighted 

A-weighted noise level has been filtered in such a way as to represent the way 
in which the human ear perceives sound. This weighting reflects the fact that 
the human ear is not sensitive to lower frequencies as it is to higher 
frequencies. A-weighted sound level is described as LA dB. 

Background noise Noise level from sources other than the source of concern. 

dB 
Decibels is the unit that describes the sound pressure and sound power levels 
of a noise source. It is a logarithmic scale referenced to the threshold of 
hearing. 

Hz Units for frequency are known as hertz. 

Impulsive noise 

An impulsive noise source has a short-term banging, clunking or explosive 
sound. The quantitative definition of impulsiveness is: “A variation in the 
emission of a noise where the difference between LApeak and LAmx slow is more 
than 15 dB when determined for a single representative event”. 

LAslow 
This is the noise level in decibels, obtained using A-weighted and S time 
weighting as specified in AS1259.1-1990. Unless assessing modulation, all 
measurements use the slow time weighting characteristic. 

LAfast 
This is the noise level in decibels, obtained using A-weighting and F time 
weighting as specified in AS1259.1-1990. This is used when assessing the 
presence of modulation only. 

LApeak 
This is the maximum reading in decibels using A weighting and P time 
weighting specified in AS1259.1-1990. 

LAmax This is the maximum A-weighted noise level during a particular measurement. 

LA1 
This is the A-weighted noise level which is exceeded for one percent of the 
measurement period and is considered to represent the average of the 
maximum noise levels measured. 

LA10 
This is the A-weighted noise level which is exceeded for 10 percent of the 
measurement period and is considered to represent the intrusive noise level. 

LA90 
This is the A-weighted noise level which is exceeded for 90 percent of the 
measurement period and is considered to represent the background noise 
level. 

LAeq 

The equivalent steady state A-weighted sound level (‘equal energy’) in decibels 
which, in a specified period, contains the same acoustic energy as the time-
varying level during the same period. It is considered to represent the average 
noise level. 

LAmax assigned 
level 

Means an assigned level which, measured as a LAslow value, is not to be 
exceeded at any time. 

LA1 assigned level 
Mean an assigned level which, measured as a LAslow value, is not to be 
exceeded for more than one percent of the time. 

LA10 assigned 
level 

Means an assigned level which, measured as a LAslow value, is not to be 
exceeded for more than 10 percent of the representative assessment period. 

Linear 
Sound levels measured without any weightings are referred to as ‘linear’ and 
the units are expressed as dB(lin). 

L linear, peak 
Maximum reading in decibels are obtained using P-time-weighting 
characteristic as specified in AS1259.1-1990. 

Maximum design 
sound level 

The level of noise above which most people occupying the space start to 
become dissatisfied with the level of noise. 

Modulating noise 
A modulating source is regular, cyclic and audible and is present for at least 10 
percent of the measurement period. The quantitative definition of modulation is: 
More than 3 dB LAfast or is more than 3 dB LAfast in any one-third octave band 
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Term Definition 

Present for at least 10 percent of the representative assessment period 
Regular, cyclic and audible. 

One-third octave 
band 

Means a band of frequencies spanning one-third of an octave and having a 
centre frequency between 25 Hz and 20,000 Hz inclusive.  

Representative 
assessment 
period 

Means a period of time not less than 15 minutes and not exceeding four hours, 
determined by an inspector or authorised person to be appropriate for the 
assessment of a noise emission, having regard to the type and nature of the 
noise emission. 

Reverberation 
time 

Of an enclosure, for a sound of a given frequency or frequency band, the time 
that would be required for the reverberantly decaying sound pressure level in 
the enclosure to decrease by 60 decibels. 

RMS 
Root mean square level, used to represent the average level of a wave form 
such as vibration. 

Satisfactory 
design sound 
level 

The level of noise that has been found to be acceptable by most people for the 
environment in question and also to be not intrusive. 

Sound pressure 
level (SPL) 

The sound pressure level of a noise source is dependent upon its surroundings 
(influenced by distance, ground absorption, topography, meteorological 
conditions etc.) and is what the human ear actually hears. Noise modelling 
predicts the sound pressure level from the sound power levels taking into 
account ground absorption, barrier effects, distance etc. 

Sound power 
level (SWL) 

Under normal conditions, a given sound source will radiate the same amount of 
energy, irrespective of its surroundings, being the sound power level. The 
sound power of a noise source cannot be directly measured using a sound 
level meter but is calculated based on measured sound pressure levels at 
known distances. Noise modelling incorporates source sound power levels as 
part of the input data. 

Specific noise 
Relates to the component of the ambient noise that is of interest. This can be 
referred to as the noise of concern or the noise of interest. 

Tonal noise 

A tonal noise source can be described as a source that has a distinctive noise 
emission in one or more frequencies. An example would be whinging or 
droning. The quantitative definition of tonality is: 
The difference between -  
The A-weighted sound pressure level in any one-third octave band 
The arithmetic mean of the A-weighted sound pressure levels in the two 
adjacent one-third octave bands is greater than 3 dB when the sound pressure 
levels are determined as LAeq, T levels where the time period T I s greater than 
10% of the representative assessment period, or greater than 8 dB at any time 
when the sound pressure levels are determined as LAslow levels. 
This is relatively common in most noise sources. 
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Chart of noise level descriptors 

 

Typical noise levels 
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Appendix B - Sound power levels 

Noise source Sound power spectra Lw dB 

Frequency 63 Hz 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 8 kHz LwA 

Screen 1 96 95 97 96 95 95 91 85 99 

Screen 2 96 96 94 92 90 88 88 88 99 

Screen 3 94 95 94 93 92 89 87 82 97 

Primary Crusher 88 107 105 108 109 108 102 93 112 

Secondary 
Crusher 

82 94 102 110 110 107 102 90 112 

Tertiary Crusher 89 101 109 104 102 102 102 99 108 

Conveyor 84 88 87 87 84 84 84 82 90 

Generator 80 84 91 94 92 90 87 84 96 

MCC 77 90 92 91 92 88 88 86 96 

Excavators 98 94 100 93 91 94 94 90 100 

Haul/dump 
trucks 

99 97 99 98 94 92 89 86 100 
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Appendix C - EPNR 97 assigned noise IF calculation 
at noise sensitive receivers 

 

Major Roads = 0 within 100/450 m radius 

Minor Roads = 0 within 100/450 m radius 

Zoning Rural/Residential = 100% 

Influencing Factor = 0 
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Appendix D – Noise monitoring results and site 
survey sheets 

SITE A – R02 
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SITE B – R03 
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